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Charged particle acceleration in wake 
fields excited by intense relativistic bun- 
ches refers to a class of new methods allow, 
ing to have acceleration gradient aboveb-3]. 
Clearlv. such a scheme mav be useful only in 
case ilt.wi.11 allow to accelerate a particle 
up to energy higher than that of the driving 
bunch of particle.Por thisreason , a neces- 
sity arise8 as to excite electromagnetic wa- 
ves with high transformation ratio defined 
aa a ratio of maximally possible gain of the 
test charge to initial energy of particle8 
in the driving bunch. 

The purpose of this work is to study the 
structure of excited electromagnetic fields 
versus the longitudinal shape of the driving 
bunch in order to obtain high trensformation 
ratio. 

Let a point-like relativistic bunch of 
charged particles with a velocity V, close 
to the velocity of light c at a time moment 
t=O enter some structure ( a cavity, dia- 
ohraanatic waveauide. plasma > where it in- 
duce; electroma&etio waves with electric 
field longitudinal component EL= .If we put 
2~0 at the arrival point .then the energy 
acquired ( or lost ) by the test charge--q 
moving along the same trajectory with a time 
delay T will be 

The Green function formalism allows to 
exoresa the loss function V(t) for arbitra- 
ry*longitudinal distribution of driving bunch 

P(r) through the loss function of point- 
like bunch 

v(r) = /rplT7 v, wrwr 
0 

If we assume that the energy exchange 
procese is lasting up to resting ( going out 
of relativism > of the driving bunch parti- 
cle undergoing maximal deceleration VA,-, , 
then the transformation ratio will be k= 
- Vz,/V,,, , where VL, is a maximally pos- 
sible energy gain of the test charge. 

An expression for the loss function V(t) 
can be found using for searching for the ex- 
cited electromagnetic fields the eigenmode 
expansion method for the case of usual acce- 
lerating structure or by solving the kinetic 
equation on linear approximation for the 
case of cold isotropic plasma 141. In both 
cases a general expression V,(r.) for the ul- 
trarelativistic point-like driving bunch 
take8 a relatively simple form: 

K ld = - 7 ld ,z u, co5 w, r , 

where 
? 

(Z>=O, l/2, 1 at r-z0 (in front 
of the unch), 2* =O , ~PO (behind the 
bunch), respectively; w, is frequency of 
the n-th excited mode; U, are expansion 
coefficients determining a contribution of 

the n-th mode to the wake-wave field.In case 
of plasma , a single mode on piasma frequency 

0, 
is excited, end 

lr !d=-z,(r)* K, (++ t/bw, (4) 

where Q is total charge of the driving bunch, 
Z is the deviation from the trajectory 

K,(x) is the Bessel function of the 11 k&d 
151 *Note that in front of the bunch elec- 

tromagnetid field8 are absent due to the 
causality principle. In our further conside- 
ration of single-mode approximation we shall 
not specially mention the plasma case. 

From (3),(4) one can readily-see that the 
basic excited mode yield8 transformation equ- 
al P.This fact is known as the basic property 
of excited wake fields [6]. Let us show that 
with account of all excited modes the trans- 
formation ratio in the case of point-like 
driving bunch does not exceed 2 .Indeed,if 
we introduce a parameter d = IQ/q 1 ,then the 
energy lost by driving bunch will be V,= 
= d/V0 (O)J , while the energy acquired by the 
test charge will be V, P VL,- (vo(O)J/d. 
Then according to the energy conservation we 
have 

V' rnuaz - $1 v, (oil c d Iv, ml 

whence ke (?+d')/oi This relation should 
hold for all values of ‘d ,since the trans - 
formation ratio does not depend on charges of 
the driving and accelerated bunches.The right 
hand side is minimal at d I 1, so we obtain 
lfks2. 

It can be shown /7,8] that for the symmet - 
ric driving bunch the single-mode approxima- 
tion yields the transformation ratio also 
equal to 2 .And this is achiveved in case 
when maximal deceleration is experienced by 
average particle of the bunch. In particular, 
for a uniform bunch of duration T with acco - 
unt of the single excited mode,according to 
(2) we obtain: 

O-=ZC T, 

(6) 

v”(z)=- g$ Sin -~F~CCJJ wo(r- g-) z 2 T 

Here V-(P) corresponds to the loss function 
inside the bunch. V*(r) - behind the bunch . 

Pig.1 shows dependences of acceleration rate 
and transformation ratio on the bunch dura- , 
tion at the given number of particle in it. 
At T=2F/w, the bunch does not excite the 
consider mode, since all energy emitted on 
this mode of the forenart of the bunch is 
spent for acceleration of its back part.tixi- 
ma1 transformation ratio is 2 being achieved 
at To, = 5 (1+4n). 

However, beuause of the bunch self-accele- 
ration, of practical significance is the 
first peak (n-O),when the bunch duration iS 
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Fig.1 
half as large as the period of the excited 
mode.In this case the acceleration rate falls 
nff nearly twice.Although for real structure 
the account of all modes leads to a decrease 
in k (-1.5), conditions can be found at 
which it will be higher than 2. If frequen - 
ties of excited modes relate as w,=(2n+l)% 
end coefficients Un coincide, then such 
structure will yield a transformation k=8.(1+ 
1/3+1/5+...)/R f97. 

As en asymmetric bunch we'll consider a 
driving bunch with ligear growth of current 
density P(t)= 2 2 /T .For the loss function 
we obtain 

v-(2)= 
(73; 

a in W, (2 - T) + ~‘05 Cd, C - COS d,., (r- T)I 

Fig.2 presents dependences of acceleration 
rate end transformation ratio on bunch dura- 
tion at a given number of partiolee in it. 

6q.J qh 

Fig.3 
Indeed,let two arbitrary point-like bunch- 

Q, emi Qr move along the same trajectory 
in the structure.Then the energy lost by par- 
ticles of each bunch will be 

(8) 

While maximal energy acquired by the test 
charge will be 

V 2, =22/,Jf+d~-2$roruoro’ (9) 

For the transformation ratio we then have 

iJ 
2 ~+da-201dox'o~o 

I dsi 
H= (10) 

K 
JO 

7T 2lr 3, YrT 5i+ Ti 

Fig.2 
At T= 2aN/G, (N-is integer) a transformation 
ratio is k= aN . Schematically,the loss fun- 
ctions V(c) at N=3 are shown in Fig.3a . 

One can see that the transformation ratio 
is proportional to the number of identical 
minima inside the bunch (in the limit 

V-(Z)=const) . 
Thus, for single-mode structures we can 

formulate the following statement: electro- 
magnetic waves with a maximal transformation 
ratio are generated by a driving bunch all 
particles of which lose the same energy. 

( -$-J~~obu,r,l d ‘>/i 
fdaximum in the right-hand aide is achieved 
at d ~1 ,here k = 2(1+Q,/Q,)” . Note, that 
the ratio Q2 /Q, cannot exceed 3. 

We can show that this is valid for N+l 
bunches if for N bunches this condition holds 
(N is any integer).In this case a transfor- 
mation ratio is 

(II) 

where Q, is total charge of the n-th bunch. 
Consider driving bunches whose particles 

would lose the same energy while flying 
through the decelerating structure. 

From (2) it follows that there is no exis- 
tent continuous driving bunch whose all par- 
ticles would have lost the same energy.How- 
ever the loss function inside such bunch can 
be parametrized as V’(U) I V,(l- exp(- CL?’ >>. 
At d--oo, V-(r) is oonstant.Driving bunch 
distribution should then satisfy the integral 
equation (2).Thia equation can be solved by 
means of the Laplace transformation, so for 
the bunch distribution P(r) may be find 183 

P @I = P, [(d 2 + 4) e -““+ c.do2(& f)] 

In the limit oL'--".- such bunch yeilds a 
transformation k = (I+ (d,,T)2 )b . 

(12) 



For a sequence of N identical point-like 
driving bunches the condition of equality of 
particle energy losses holds if their sequ- 
ence intervals Zn satisfy the relation 
sin W,G= l/&T (n=l,2...) (Fig.411 

Pig.4 
In this case a maximal transformation ratio 

k P 2flis achieved. 
The driving bunch nonstandart distribu- 

tions considered above offer certain diffi- 
culties in their production and acceleration. 
It ix natural therefore to consider a sequ- 
ence of I'J point-like bunches with increasing 
number of particles in them. Here particles 
of bunches Lose the same energy when their 
recurrence period is ro =9/w* and the 
xmmber of particles in the n-th b&ch is 
N* I N,(2n-1) . Schematically the loss fun- 
ction are shown in Fig.5 
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Fig.5 
The ~~;~rmation ratio according to (11) 
is 

The abov;! -obtained formulae for transfor- 
mation ratios contain various parameters of 
bunches. Pig,6 presents dependences of the 
number of particfes participating in wake- 
field generation on the transformation ratio 
at the given acceleration gradient. 

F!orsening in the parameters of piece-linear 
bunch at small k is caused by the influence 
of the bunch forepart where particles lose 
different energies. 

One can aee that most optimal is the sequ- 
ence of point-like bunches. The advantage of 
the bunch sequence is also that the total 
number of particles participating in energy 
exchange may be considerably increased tith 
a reaao&M.e number of particles left in each 
bunch. 
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~ig.6 - . -. - . - - linear bunch,---- -piece- 
linear bunch,- -sequence of 
point-like bunches. 
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